
ssion 'There had been an underlying assumption on our part that the Soviet Union 
161 'would acquiesce in these developments; certainly they were not expected to 

have recourse to force to impede them. This assumption proved wrong, and 
zdh ,g 1 flow there can only be serious doubts about how the Soviet Union will react 
tssels Ito the changes which must inevitably occur in Eastern Europe. This new 

tne  'situation could affect Western interests indirectly, or even directly in the case 
of West Berlin, which is surrounded by the territory of the so-called German 

Isse Is "—emocratic Republic. 
teri 11, ; 	Despite the setback the Soviet Union had dealt to their hopes, NATO 
r  the  L-ember states realized there was no real long-term alternative to East-West 
tact d nderstanding. 
lord, ; 	The question, therefore, was how could they most effectively bring 
'akiu. tome influence to bear on Soviet leaders ? How could NATO register its 
thcir 1 ondemnation of the Soviet Union's action in Czechoslovakia while still holding 

e door ajar to the resumed pursuit of peaceful and mutually beneficial relations 
ssic n 1-etween East and West, including progress in the vital fields of disarmament 
This  ind arms control ? 
me It rI 	Since this was a problem shared by all members of the alliance, the 

;-pportunity which the Brussels meeting provided for consultation with other 
e  tountries in similar circumstances demonstrated once again the value of the 

poit, onsultative aspect of NATO's activities. For Canada it was not only an 
in its  '-ccasion to hear the views of others, it also provided us with an opportunity 
e  'Y to play a part in determining the kind of response which NATO should make 
e (11 ' 'o the Soviet intervention. In this way we can reasonably feel that we were 
S fif Isble to influence the evolution of East-West relations in a direction that 
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